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• Spintronics: overview of concepts & devices


• Topological insulators: concepts, materials, 
phenomena


• Topological spintronics: concepts, materials, 
phenomena, devices



The origins of “spintronics”
• Spintronics: “spin transport 

electronics.” 

• First used as a misnomer for magnetic 

field sensors that “read” magnetic 
memory via spin-dependent scattering 
of charge currents in ferromagnetic 
multilayers


•Giant magnetoresistance (GMR)

•Tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR)

•Direct impact: magnetic hard drives 
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Giant magnetoresistance (GMR)
Two geometries for GMR:

Current-in-plane (CIP)

Current-perpendicular-to-plane (CPP)

CIP devices are usually easier to make. This geometry was used in the original
experiments by Fert et al. [3] and by Griinberg [4] which led to the 2007 Nobel
Prize in Physics. Fert’s team deposited a magnetic multilayer in which thin layers of
Fe alternated with thin layers of Cr. When they did their experiments in 1987, it had
recently been demonstrated that if the Cr layer thicknesses were within certain
ranges, the magnetization of alternate Fe layers would be antiparallel [2]. When
Fert’s team applied a magnetic field that forced the magnetization of all of the Fe
layers to align in a common direction, the resistance decreased by a factor of about
2. They described this very large change in resistance as a “giant” magnetoresis-
tance, which became the name of the phenomenon and is applied even when the
magnetoresistance is not so large.

The origin of the CIP-GMR effect is somewhat subtle and requires an under-
standing of transport that goes beyond the local version of Ohm’s law. The origin of
CPP GMR by contrast can be explained in simple terms, but the phenomenon has its
own subtleties. We shall see that a consistent theory of CPP GMR requires that we
include the scattering of electrons between the spin channels.

Experimentally, CIP GMR is easier to detect. Typically, the current flows in the
plane of a thin multilayered film. The primary challenge is making the layers
sufficiently thin compared to the mean free path of the electrons and controlling
the relative orientation of the magnetic moments in the ferromagnetic layers.

In contrast, the CPP geometry presents the additional challenge of measuring the
resistance of a film perpendicular to the layers. In order for the CPP structure to
produce a large enough signal, the resistance of the stack must be measurable in the
presence of the resistance of the leads and other parts of the circuit. Various
approaches have been used to detect and measure CPP GMR. One way is to reduce
the cross section of the layers to the nanometer range. Another way is to stack a
large number of layers in the sample, increasing the total thickness of the sample.
The difficulty with this approach is that as the number of layers is increased, it may
be harder to keep the spacer layer thickness uniform in order to maintain antifer-
romagnetic coupling across every spacer layer between neighboring ferromagnetic

Fig. 2 Different geometries
of GMR devices

8 X. Zhang and W. Butler

Which of the magnetization configurations in the animation has a higher resistance? 
Why? 

In figure 2 the measurements of Grünberg´s group are displayed (left) together with those of Fert´s 
group (right). The y-axis and x-axis represent the resistance change and external magnetic field, respec-
tively. The experiments show a most significant negative magnetoresistance for the trilayer as well as 
the multilayers. The systems to the right, involving large stacks of layers, show a decrease of resistance 
by almost 50% when subjected to a magnetic field. The effect is much smaller for the system to the 
left, not only because the system is merely a trilayer but also because the experiments led by Grünberg 
were made at room temperature, while the experiments reported by Fert and co-workers were per-
formed at very low temperature (4.2K). 
 

 
 
Figure 2. After refs. (3) and (4).  
Left: Magnetoresistance measurements (3) (room temperature) for the trilayer system Fe/Cr/Fe. To the far right as well as to 
the far left the magnetizations of the two iron layers are both parallel to the external magnetic field. In the intermediate re-
gion the magnetizations of the two iron layers are antiparallel. The experiments also show a hysterisis behaviour (difference 
1 and 4 (2 and 3)) typical for magnetization measurements. 
Right: Magnetoresistance measurements (4) (4.2K) for the multilayer system (Fe/Cr)n . To the far right (>HS , where HS is 
the saturation field) as well as to the far left (< – HS ) the magnetizations of all iron layers are parallel to the external mag-
netic field. In the low field region every second iron layer is magnetized antiparallel to the external magnetic field. 10 kG = 
1 Tesla. 
 
Grünberg (3) also reported low temperature magnetoresistance measurements for a system with three 
iron layers separated by two chromium layers and found a resistance decrease of 10%. 
 
Not only did Fert and Grünberg measure strongly enhanced magnetoresistivities, but they also identi-
fied these observations as a new phenomenon, where the origin of the magnetoresistance was of a to-
tally new type. The title of the original paper from Fert´s group already referred to the observed effect 
as “Giant Magnetoresistance”. Grünberg also realized at once the new possibilities for technical appli-
cations and patented the discovery. From this very moment the area of thin film magnetism research 
completely changed direction into magnetoelectronics.  
 
The discovery of giant magnetoresistance immediately opened the door to a wealth of new scientific and 
technological possibilities, including a tremendous influence on the technique of data storage and magnetic 
sensors. Thousands of scientists all around the world are today working on magnetoelectronic phenomena 
and their exploration. The story of the GMR effect is a very good demonstration of how a totally unex-
pected scientific discovery can give rise to completely new technologies and commercial products. 
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Fe/Cr/Fe trilayer (Fe/Cr)n multilayer

Binach et al., PRB 39, 
4828 (1989)

Baibich et al., PRL 61, 
2472 (1988)
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Giant magnetoresistance (GMR)
Intuitive explanation of GMR: Mott’s 
two channel model of transport in 
ferromagnets; majority & minority 
electrons have different conductivity; 

spin diffusion length >> mean free 
path.

More sophisticated approaches: 
Boltzmann, first principles

The next step was to investigate the dependence of the coupling on the thickness of the intermediate 
non-magnetic layers. Several groups identified a change of sign with increasing thickness 
(13,15,16,17,18). A thorough  study of the dependence of the oscillatory behaviour on the thickness of 
the non-magnetic layer, its dependence on the material of the non-magnetic layer as well as on the de-
pendence of the material of the magnetic layer itself was made by Parkin (1). Here he actually utilized 
the GMR effect as a tool to study this dependence. In the preparation of the multilayers Parkin used a 
magnetron sputter deposition technique. With this method it was possible to prepare a large number of 
samples under comparable conditions. This extensive work was important for the further development 
of the GMR effect into a working device (20,21,22).  
 
 
3. Giant Magnetoresistance 
 
The resistance of a GMR device can be understood from the following somewhat simplified picture. In 
figure 6 a plot of the magnetic configuration for the FM/NM/FM (ferromagnetic/non-mag-
netic/ferromagnetic) multilayer is made together with the corresponding electron density of state for the 
two ferromagnetic sides (FM). In the absence of a magnetic field (at the top) the two FM layers are 
separated from each other in such a way that they have opposite magnetization directions. In the pres-
ence of a magnetic field the magnetizations of the two FM layers will be  parallel (at the bottom). An 
electrical current is now sent through the system for both configurations. As already mentioned above 
the current through the FM layer is composed of two types – one spin up current and one spin down 
current – and the resistance for these two currents will differ. When an electron leaves the first iron 
layer and enters the non-magnetic metal there will be additional scattering processes giving rise to extra 
resistance. Since the spin up and spin down particles have different density of states at the Fermi level 
(or rather, they originate from energy levels having different character), the resistance not only within 
the FM layers, but also that originating from the FM/NM interface will be different for the two spins. 
Inside the NM layer the up and down spins will experience the same resistance, but generally this is 
low compared to those in the FM layers and FM/NM interfaces and can here be neglected. 
 

 
Figure 6. Schematic illustration of the 
electronic structure of a trilayer system 
with two ferromagnetic layers (light 
green) on both sides separated by 
nonmagnetic material (grey). The top 
figure is for the case without external 
magnetic field (H=0), i.e. when the 
two magnetic layers have opposite 
magnetizations (indicated by the thick 
blue and orange arrows at the top of 
the topmost figure). The bottom figure 
is for the case when an external mag-
netic field (H ≠ 0)  has forced the two 
magnetizations to be parallel (two 
thick blue arrows at the bottom of the 
lower figure.).The magnitude of the 
four magnetizations is the same. 
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FM Layer 1   FM Layer 2

Metallic Spintronics: GMR

FM Layer 1   FM Layer 2

Intuitive explanation of GMR: Mott’s 
two channel model of transport in 
ferromagnets; majority & minority 
electrons have different conductivity; 
spin diffusion length >> mean free 
path.
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Tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR)
Tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) arises from spin-
dependent tunneling: transmission probability higher when 
magnetization is parallel, lower when anti-parallel.


Julliere model (Phys. Lett. A 54, 225 (1975): 


A simple exercise 

TMR =
R↑↓ − R↑↑

R↑↑
=

2P1P2

1 − P1P2

model predicts the effects of diffuse scattering to be significantly greater for the
reflected beam than for the transmitted beam.

Theoretical Approach for Spin-Dependent Tunneling

Julliere Model

The first model used to describe spin-dependent tunneling was proposed by Julliere
in 1975 [20 ]. In this model the spin-dependent tunneling conductance is described
in terms of a polarization, P, of electrons “tunneling from ferromagnetic metals,”

P ¼ n" " n#

n" þ n#
; (94)

thus

n"

n#
¼ 1þ P

1" P
; (95)

where n" and n# are some kind of the spin-polarized electron “density of states.”
The tunneling conductance is then assumed to be proportional to the product of
these “density of states” from the two electrodes,

GP ¼ C n"1n
"
2 þ n#1n

#
2

! "
(96)

GAP ¼ C n"1n
#
2 þ n#1n

"
2

! "
; (97)

where the subscripts P and AP indicate the parallel and the antiparallel alignments
of the magnetic moments in the two electrodes, 1 and 2 label the two electrodes, and
C is a constant independent of the moment alignment. The magnetoconductance is
then

GP " GA
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#
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¼ 2P1P2

1þ P1P2
: (98)

This is the well-known Julliere formula for spin-dependent tunneling. It has been
widely used to rationalize measurements of magnetic tunnel junctions, in particular
to extract the values of spin polarizations P1 and P2 through the measurements of
magnetoresistance. However, it is clear that these polarizations are defined in terms
of n" and n# whose meaning is ambiguous. They cannot be the actual electron
density of states at the Fermi energy for ferromagnetic electrodes, where the
minority spin has a much greater density of states than the majority spin, opposite
of the spin polarization values extracted from tunneling experiments. It may be
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Define spin polarization of FM: 

Relate the tunneling conductance to the 
product of the density of states

Work out the difference in conductance 
between parallel and antiparallel magnetization 

configurations
Popular model used for interpreting early 

experiments but this neglects may important 
factors. What are they?



More sophisticated modeling of TMR
Full understanding of TMR requires calculation of the quantum mechanical matrix 
elements from first principles, using Bloch wave functions of the specific materials 
involved, interfaces, spin non-conserving processes, etc. Predictions based on first 
principles led to the experimental configurations with very large TMR currently in use in 
actual devices (e.g. CoFe/MgO/CoFe)

See Zhang & Butler, 
Spintronics Handbook 

(Springer 2016)

Parkin et al, Nature Mater. 3, 862 (2004).



Spintronics beyond GMR & TMR in metallic 
multilayers and tunnel junctions: a vast field
• Spin-based magnetic random access memory (MRAM).

• Spin as a state variable in “beyond CMOS” logic 

switches & architecture.

• Spin as a ‘qubit’ for quantum computing or sensing.

• THz spintronics with antiferromagnets.
Materials for spintronics beyond FM metals 
• Semiconductors & magnetic semiconductors

• Antiferromagnetic/ferrimagnetic/
ferromagnetic insulators

• Topological quantum materials

• Organic materials

• 2D materials

• Oxides…

Song et al.,  
Science 360, 
1214 (2018)



Semiconductor spintronics: spin FETs

Spin-based transistor switches have been of interest since the first concept 
described by Datta & Das (“Electronic analog of the electro-optic modulator”).

Many new ideas since but few realizations that are technologically competitive to 
CMOS. 

70 S C I E N T I F I C  A M E R I C A N J U N E 2 0 0 2

tant prospect of quantum computing,
spintronics promises to be revolutionary.

Exploiting Spin Currents
AN INTUITIVE NOTION of how an
electron’s spin works is suggested by the
name itself. Imagine a small electrically
charged sphere that is spinning rapidly.
The circulating charges on the sphere
amount to tiny loops of electric current,
which create a magnetic field similar to
the earth’s magnetic field. Scientists tradi-
tionally depict the rotation by a vector, or
arrow, that points along the sphere’s axis
of rotation. Immersing the spinning sphere
in an external magnetic field changes its
total energy according to how its spin vec-
tor is aligned with the field [see box on
page 68].

In some ways, an electron is just like
such a spinning sphere of charge—an elec-
tron has a quantity of angular momen-
tum (its “spin”) and an associated mag-
netism, and in an ambient magnetic field
its energy depends on how its spin vector
is oriented. But there the similarities end
and the quantum peculiarities begin. Elec-

trons seem to be ideal dimensionless
points, not little spheres, so the simple pic-
ture of their spin arising from actual ro-
tation doesn’t work. In addition, every
electron has exactly the same amount of
spin, equal to one half the fundamental
quantum unit of angular momentum.
That property is hardwired into the math-
ematics that describes all the elementary
particles of matter, a result whose signif-
icance and meaning are another story en-
tirely. The bottom line is that the spin,
along with a mass and a charge, is a defin-
ing characteristic of an electron.

In an ordinary electric current, the
spins point at random and play no role in
determining the resistance of a wire or the
amplification of a transistor circuit. Spin-
tronic devices, in contrast, rely on differ-
ences in the transport of “spin up” and
“spin down” electrons. In a ferromagnet,
such as iron or cobalt, the spins of certain
electrons on neighboring atoms tend to
line up. In a strongly magnetized piece of
iron, this alignment extends throughout
much of the metal. When a current pass-
es through the ferromagnet, electrons of

one spin direction tend to be obstructed.
The result is a spin-polarized current in
which all the electron spins point in the
other direction. 

A ferromagnet can even affect the flow
of a current in a nearby nonmagnetic met-
al. For example, present-day read heads in
computer hard drives use a device dubbed
a spin valve, wherein a layer of a nonmag-
netic metal is sandwiched between two
ferromagnetic metallic layers. The mag-
netization of the first layer is fixed, or
pinned, but the second ferromagnetic lay-
er is not. As the read head travels along a
track of data on a computer disk, the small
magnetic fields of the recorded 1’s and 0’s
change the second layer’s magnetization
back and forth, parallel or antiparallel to
the magnetization of the pinned layer. In
the parallel case, only electrons that are
oriented in the favored direction flow
through the conductor easily. In the anti-
parallel case, all electrons are impeded.
The resulting changes in the current allow
GMR read heads to detect weaker fields
than their predecessors, so that data can
be stored using more tightly packed mag-

A SPIN TRANSISTOR CONCEPT

ONE PROPOSED DESIGN of a spin FET
(spintronic field-effect transistor)
has a source and a drain, separated
by a narrow semiconducting channel,
the same as in a conventional FET. 
In the spin FET, both the source and
the drain are ferromagnetic. The
source sends spin-polarized
electrons into the channel, and this
spin current flows easily if it reaches
the drain unaltered (top). A voltage
applied to the gate electrode
produces an electric field in the
channel, which causes the spins of
fast-moving electrons to precess, or
rotate (bottom). The drain impedes
the spin current according to how far
the spins have been rotated. Flipping
spins in this way takes much less
energy and is much faster than the
conventional FET process of pushing
charges out of the channel with a
larger electric field.

Ferromagnetic
source

Spin-polarized 
current flow

Ferromagnetic
drain

Voltage applied Electric field

Gate (no voltage applied)

COPYRIGHT 2002 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
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non-local electrically detected spin-injection experiment sensitive 
to precession has also been performed for a semiconductor76 . 

Spin injection and detection can be considered the ‘input’ and 
‘read-out’ stages of a logic device within which the spin is manipulated 
by external or internal magnetic fi elds or by spin-selective scattering. 
It has been demonstrated that the internal eff ective magnetic fi elds in 
semiconductors with spin-orbit interactions can be used to reorient 
spins and also to drive magnetic resonance3 4 . Th ese eff ective internal 
magnetic fi elds can be manipulated with applied external electric 
fi elds77,78, which implies new gating mechanisms for spin-based 
transistors79 . Furthermore the separation of spins can be achieved 
through the recently demonstrated spin Hall eff ect, fi rst seen in 
semiconductors4 0 –4 2 ,4 4 , later in metals1 6 , and most recently at room 
temperature4 3 . Control of the spin Hall eff ect via control of the material 
mobility may be used to change spin currents in magnitude or even 
direction5 4 , using a controllable spin Hall eff ect to route spins for 
logic. Finally, it might be possible to do away with magnetic materials 
entirely due to the achievement of spontaneous spin polarization at 
room temperature in a non-magnetic semiconductor80 ,81 .

STORAGE
Many of the ferromagnetic semiconductor materials have extremely 
high carrier-doping levels, and controlling the interfaces of these 
materials is a great challenge. If novel storage devices based on 
ferromagnetic semiconductors are to be attempted, then achieving 
ferromagnetism in lower-doped semiconductor materials will be 
highly desirable. Th ere are some indications that this might occur 
naturally at the edges of ferromagnetic materials, as the carriers are 
depleted from the region but magnetism remains82 .

Only very recently has there been a report of a p–n diode made with 
a ferromagnetic material83 ,84  — previous attempts led to poor diodes 
because the doping level in the intrinsic, or depletion, region was too 
high to support a signifi cant voltage. Another recent achievement was 
the demonstration of exchange biasing in magnetic semiconductors85. 
A central element of metallic MRAM, exchange biasing will be a key 
element of semiconductor spintronics storage technology.

COMMUNICATIONS
Optics and ferromagnetism has turned out to be a dirty partnership 
so far in GaMnAs. Th e optical lifetimes are so short, unlike for non-
magnetic semiconductors, that it was some time before they could be 
measured86. As the desired magneto-optical devices typically require 
substantial Faraday rotation without signifi cant optical losses, 
magnetic semiconductors have not been successful at dislodging 
magnetic insulators from this niche. Experiments on CdMnTe 
and CdMnHgTe optical isolators, however, suggest competitive 
values to yttrium iron garnet for the optical rotation relative to 
optical loss87,88 in a material that can be monolithically integrated 
on a semiconductor substrate. A semiconductor waveguide with 
an integrated ferromagnetic metal clad has also shown good 
performance as an optical isolator89 .

As the materials become cleaner and more controlled the 
magneto-optical properties should improve further. It has been 
discovered that much cleaner GaMnAs could be achieved through 
very long low-temperature post-growth annealing. At the same time 
the optical properties of very lightly doped GaMnAs seem quite good, 
even though the material itself is not doped suffi  ciently to become 
ferromagnetic. New discoveries of ferromagnetic semiconductors 
suggest there should be materials with better optical properties, such 
as ZnCrTe. Whether this material is a carrier-mediated ferromagnet 
or not is not clear yet, although it is dopable and the magnetism has 
a large infl uence on the optical properties.

QUANTUM COMPUTING
Th e achievement of large-scale quantum-information processing 
in any physical system will be a tremendous success. Recent 
experimental advances in semiconductor spintronic quantum 
computing include the demonstration of long T1  and T2  times in 
semiconductor quantum dots (albeit at low temperatures4 5), the 
demonstration of coherent single-spin manipulation in diamond, 
and numerous examples of gate operations performed on ensembles 
of spins9 0 –9 2 , but expected to be extended to single-spin manipulation 
in quantum dots or embedded ions in the near future.
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Semiconductor spintronics: spin injection
Spin-dependent injection of electrons from a ferromagnetic conductor 
(equilibrium spin polarization = P0) into a paramagnetic conductor 
(equilibrium spin polarization = 0).

FM PM

The physics turns out to be surprising:  using a 
drift-diffusion analysis, we can show that if the 
(spin-independent) conductivity of the FM is 
much larger than that of the PM, spin injection is 
almost impossible! 

This is called the “conductivity mismatch 
problem” (Schmidt et al., Phys. Rev. B 62 (2000))

Pj =
RF

* σ sF

σ F
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⎞
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How do we solve this problem?



Semiconductor spintronics: spin transport

Ferromagnetic contacts can source spin 
polarized current in a semiconductor and detect 
it via a ‘spin valve’ effect. 

Spin diffusion lengths can be long (~100 μm).

Caution: 

1. Transparent contacts do not work as efficient 

spin injectors! We need a tunnel barrier! 

2. Non-local detection scheme needed to 

avoid artifacts from fringe fields.
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Figu re 1 Schematic diagram of the experiment and representative non-localspin-valve and Hanle effects.a, A sch ematic diag ram of th e non-local experiment (not to
scale). Th e five 10×50µm Fe contacts h ave mag netic easy axes along ŷ, wh ich is th e GaAs [011] direction. Th e larg e arrows indicate th e mag netizations of th e sou rce and
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current. The geometry is shown in Fig. 1a. Spin-polarized electrons
are injected into the GaAs channel at contact 3 and flow towards
contact 1, while the voltage, V4 ,5, is measured between contacts 4
and 5. Although electrons flow from contact 3 to contact 1, the non-
equilibrium spin polarization in GaAs, represented by the purple
arrows in Fig. 1a, can diffuse in either direction from the source.
The spin polarization PGaAs results in an electrochemical potential
difference, !µ, for the two spin states in the channel, leading to
a change in V4 ,5 when the magnetization of contact 4 is switched
from antiparallel to contact 3, to the parallel configuration. PGaAs

at contact 5, which is 16 0 µm away, is always zero, and so the
magnetization of contact 5 does not affect the measurement. The
spin-valve measurement is carried out by sweeping the magnetic
field along the magnetic easy axis (ŷ in Fig. 1a), and looking for a
change in voltage over the narrow field range in which contacts 3
and 4 are antiparallel.

Measurements of V4 ,5 are shown in the top panel of Fig. 1b for
a field sweep at a current I1,3 = 1.0 mA (electrons flowing from
contact 3 to contact 1) at T = 50 K. The raw data shown in the
top panel include an offset V0 = −30 .227 mV (much larger than
the spin-dependent effects) resulting from spreading of the charge
current in the GaAs channel as well as background contributions
that are linear and quadratic in magnetic field. The background
is fitted and subtracted from the raw data, yielding the curves

shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1b. The two square jumps with a
magnitude of 16 .8 ± 0 .2 µV occur over the field range in which the
magnetizations of contacts 3 and 4 are antiparallel.

The data in Fig. 1b indicate the existence of a lateral spin-
valve effect. The interpretation of spin-valve measurements on
FS devices in the two-terminal geometry20 has been subject to
challenge19 , and previous non-local measurements21,22 have not
observed clear switching signatures such as those in Fig. 1b. Most
importantly, however, previous measurements on FS devices have
not demonstrated precession of the spin between the source and
detection electrodes. The simplest manifestation of this property is
the Hanle effect11,14 , in which the magnetic field dependence of the
non-local voltage is due to precession and dephasing of the spins in
the semiconductor. The precession is induced by applying a small
transverse magnetic field that does not change the magnetizations
of the electrodes. To test for the Hanle effect in our devices, the
magnetizations of contacts 3 and 4 were set in the parallel state. The
magnetic field perpendicular to the plane (Bz in Fig. 1) was then
swept, resulting in the black data points shown in the top panel of
Fig. 1c. The offset V0 is the same as for Fig. 1b. The corresponding
data after subtraction of the background (dashed cyan line) are
shown in the lower panel of Fig. 1c. This procedure was repeated
after setting contacts 3 and 4 into the antiparallel state, yielding the
red data points in Fig. 1c. These data show a peak at Bz = 0 rather
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current. The geometry is shown in Fig. 1a. Spin-polarized electrons
are injected into the GaAs channel at contact 3 and flow towards
contact 1, while the voltage, V4 ,5, is measured between contacts 4
and 5. Although electrons flow from contact 3 to contact 1, the non-
equilibrium spin polarization in GaAs, represented by the purple
arrows in Fig. 1a, can diffuse in either direction from the source.
The spin polarization PGaAs results in an electrochemical potential
difference, !µ, for the two spin states in the channel, leading to
a change in V4 ,5 when the magnetization of contact 4 is switched
from antiparallel to contact 3, to the parallel configuration. PGaAs

at contact 5, which is 16 0 µm away, is always zero, and so the
magnetization of contact 5 does not affect the measurement. The
spin-valve measurement is carried out by sweeping the magnetic
field along the magnetic easy axis (ŷ in Fig. 1a), and looking for a
change in voltage over the narrow field range in which contacts 3
and 4 are antiparallel.

Measurements of V4 ,5 are shown in the top panel of Fig. 1b for
a field sweep at a current I1,3 = 1.0 mA (electrons flowing from
contact 3 to contact 1) at T = 50 K. The raw data shown in the
top panel include an offset V0 = −30 .227 mV (much larger than
the spin-dependent effects) resulting from spreading of the charge
current in the GaAs channel as well as background contributions
that are linear and quadratic in magnetic field. The background
is fitted and subtracted from the raw data, yielding the curves

shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1b. The two square jumps with a
magnitude of 16 .8 ± 0 .2 µV occur over the field range in which the
magnetizations of contacts 3 and 4 are antiparallel.

The data in Fig. 1b indicate the existence of a lateral spin-
valve effect. The interpretation of spin-valve measurements on
FS devices in the two-terminal geometry20 has been subject to
challenge19 , and previous non-local measurements21,22 have not
observed clear switching signatures such as those in Fig. 1b. Most
importantly, however, previous measurements on FS devices have
not demonstrated precession of the spin between the source and
detection electrodes. The simplest manifestation of this property is
the Hanle effect11,14 , in which the magnetic field dependence of the
non-local voltage is due to precession and dephasing of the spins in
the semiconductor. The precession is induced by applying a small
transverse magnetic field that does not change the magnetizations
of the electrodes. To test for the Hanle effect in our devices, the
magnetizations of contacts 3 and 4 were set in the parallel state. The
magnetic field perpendicular to the plane (Bz in Fig. 1) was then
swept, resulting in the black data points shown in the top panel of
Fig. 1c. The offset V0 is the same as for Fig. 1b. The corresponding
data after subtraction of the background (dashed cyan line) are
shown in the lower panel of Fig. 1c. This procedure was repeated
after setting contacts 3 and 4 into the antiparallel state, yielding the
red data points in Fig. 1c. These data show a peak at Bz = 0 rather
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Semiconductor spintronics: photons & spins

Early experiments in semiconductor 
spintronics used circularly polarized 
light to couple to spins in conduction 
and valence band states of 
semiconductors. 
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Semiconductor spintronics: spin-photon coupling

Recombination of spin polarized electrons and 
unpolarized holes leads to circular polarized 
photon emission: spin LED  

Fiederling et al., Nature 402, 787 (1999); Ohno et al., ibid 790 (1999)

“spin LED”
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Semiconductor spintronics: spin coherence

Time-resolved Kerr rotation probed spin coherence in n-doped semiconductors 
and discovered relatively long spin inhomogeneous dephasing times (~ns at 300 K). 

Kikkawa, Smorchkova, Samarth, Awschalom, Science 277, 1284 (1997)

ΔE = gμBH

T2* ~ ns

n-ZnSe/GaAs thin film



Semiconductor spintronics: spin coherence

Time- and spatially-resolved Kerr rotation probed coherent 
spin transport in n-doped laterally and across interfaces over 
macroscopic lengths (~100 μm at 300 K). 

Kikkawa & Awschalom, Nature 397, 139 (1999)

Malajovich, Berry, 
Samarth & 

Awschalom, Nature 
411, 770 (2001)

We sent the ultrashort (100-femto-
second) pulses horizontally through the
semiconductor, exciting electrons into hor-
izontal spin states, initially aligned with the
light beam. In a vertical ambient magnetic
field the electron spins precess—the direc-
tion of each electron’s spin vector rotates
in the horizontal plane, similar to how a
tilted gyroscope precesses in the earth’s
gravitational field. The precession enables
us to monitor how long these states remain
coherent, but the horizontal spin state has
another, more important property.

For a baseball, say, horizontal spin-
ning is nothing special and is quite distinct
from the two vertical modes of spinning.
For electrons, however, the horizontal
quantum spin states are actually coherent
superpositions of the spin-up and spin-
down states. In effect, such electrons are
in both the up and the down state at the
same time. This is precisely the kind of co-
herent superposition of states employed
by quantum computers [see box on op-
posite page].

Each electron spin can represent a bit;
for instance, a 1 for spin up and a 0 for
spin down. With conventional comput-
ers, engineers go to great lengths to ensure
that bits remain in stable, well-defined
states. A quantum computer, in contrast,
relies on encoding information within
quantum bits, or qubits, each of which
can exist in a superposition of 0 and 1. By

having a large number of qubits in super-
positions of alternative states, a quantum
computer intrinsically contains a massive
parallelism so that quantum algorithms
can operate on many different numbers
simultaneously.

Unfortunately, in most physical sys-
tems, interactions with the surrounding
environment rapidly disrupt these super-
position states. A typical disruption
would effectively change a superposition
of 0 and 1 randomly into either a 0 or a 1,
a process called decoherence. State-of-
the-art qubits based on the charge of elec-
trons in a semiconductor remain coherent
for a few picoseconds at best—and only
at temperatures too low for practical ap-
plications. The rapid decoherence occurs
because the electric force between charges
is strong and long range. In traditional
semiconductor devices, this strong inter-
action is beneficial, permitting delicate
control of current flow with small electric
fields. To quantum coherent devices,
however, it is anathema.

Electron-spin qubits interact only
weakly with the environment surround-
ing them, principally through magnetic
fields that are nonuniform in space or
changing in time. Such fields can be effec-
tively shielded. The goal of our experi-
ment was to create some of these coher-
ent spin states in a semiconductor to see
how long they could survive. The results

are also useful for understanding how to
design devices such as spin transistors that
do not depend on maintaining and de-
tecting the quantum coherence of an in-
dividual electron’s spin.

Our experiment measured the deco-
herence rate by monitoring the precession
of the spins. Each electron would contin-
ue precessing as long as its superposition
remained coherent. We used weak puls-
es of light to monitor the precession, in ef-
fect obtaining stroboscopic images of the
spin dynamics. As the electrons precessed,
the measured signal oscillated, in magni-
tude; as coherence was lost, the amplitude
of the oscillations fell to zero.

Much to our surprise, the optically ex-
cited spin states in ZnSe remained coher-
ent for several nanoseconds at low tem-
peratures—1,000 times as long as charge-
based qubits. The states even survived for
a few nanoseconds at room temperature.
Subsequent studies of electrons in gallium
arsenide (GaAs, a high-quality semicon-
ductor commonly used in everyday ap-
plications such as cellular phones and CD
players) have shown that, under optimal
conditions, spin coherence in a semicon-
ductor could last hundreds of nanosec-
onds at low temperatures.

Hazards of Holes
THESE EXPERIMENTS also revealed
characteristics that are crucial for attain-
ing long spin coherence times. Of prima-
ry importance is the nature of the carri-
ers of spin and charge. A semiconductor
has two key bands of states that can be
occupied by electrons: a valence band,
which is usually full, and (at a slightly
higher energy) a conduction band, which
is usually empty. Charge carriers in semi-
conductors come in two flavors: conduc-
tion electrons, which are electrons in the
conduction band, and valence holes, which
are electrons missing from the valence
band. The holes carry a spin because in a
filled valence band all the spins cancel out:
the removal of one electron leaves a net
spin imbalance in the same way that it
leaves behind a net positive charge.

Holes have dramatically shorter spin
coherence times than electrons, and spin
exchange between electrons and holes is
very efficient, accelerating the decoher-
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Semiconductor spintronics: spin qubits
Long spin coherence times in semiconductors: 
motivation for using spin in semiconductors as a 
qubit.


Trap, probe, and manipulate spin state of a 
single electron in semiconductor 
nanostructures.


Quantum dot in an electrically gated 2DEG [Si/
SiGe, GaAs/GaAlAs].


Single donor atom coupled to an electrostatic 
gate [P-doped Si].


The two level Zeeman-split spin states of these 
single confined electrons define the qubit.


Spin dephasing times in semiconductor qubits 
observed up to 200 μs.

Vandersypen et al., npj Quantum Information 3, 34 (2017)



Semiconductor spintronics: defect spin qubits
Defect states in some materials act as 
single spin qubits 


Nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in 
diamond


Si divacancies in SiC


Spin coherence times can be very long 
(μs) even at room temperature


Spin states can be coherently 
manipulated and addressed using 
microwaves and IR - visible photons. 

C vacancy

NV-center: diamond

in which nanofabricated surface electrodes de-
plete charges from a buried two-dimensional elec-
tron gas (Fig. 2A) or through bottom-up growth
techniques in which small islands of a III/V alloy,
typically InAs, self-assemble on a GaAs surface
(Fig. 2B).

The small magnetic moment of the electron
renders it highly insensitive to the local environ-
ment, leading to long spin coherence times. At
the same time, however, rapid spin control using
conventional electron spin resonance requires
large ac magnetic field amplitudes that are dif-
ficult to produce in cryogenic environments. Qubit
selectivity is also exacerbated in nanoscale devices
(Fig. 2A), where each spin needs to be individu-
ally controlled without disturbing its nearest neigh-
bors only ≈50 nm away. Two approaches have
been developed to circumvent these challenges.
The first is to use quantum interference of two-
electron spin states for rapid quantum control. By
rapidly tuning through an avoided crossing in
the energy-level diagram, two electrons in a cor-
related (e.g., singlet) state can be “split” and then
recombined after a free evolution time, enabling
nanosecond spin rotations without the applica-
tion of an electron spin resonance field (6). An-
other approach to single-spin control harnesses
the strong spin-orbit interactions intrinsic to ma-
terials such as InAs and InSb.With such “spin-orbit
qubits,” it is possible to perform spin rotations
using electric rather than magnetic fields, which
are easier to generate and localize in a device (7).

Self-assembled QDs in III/V materials con-
fine both electrons and holes and can therefore
support optical transitions between a ground-
state spin qubit configuration (e.g., a single elec-
tron or hole) and optically excited “excitons”
with additional bound electron-hole pairs. Strong
spin-orbit interactions give rise to optical transi-
tions with strict spin- and polarization-dependent
selection rules, and relatively large optical di-
pole moments (compared with atoms) make
these transitions highly efficient. These key fea-
tures enable coherent optical control of the QD
spin state using ultrafast (picosecond-scale) pulses
of light (8, 9) and the generation of entanglement
between the qubit spin state and a single photon
emitted by the QD (10, 11). Such light-matter cou-
pling is the key to building distributed networks
of qubit nodes with coherent information trans-
fer mediated by photons.

Only a few years ago, the intrinsic “spin bath”
of host nuclear spins in III/V materials was the
primary impediment to achieving long spin co-
herence times in these systems. This problem
has been practically solved through the use of
dynamical decoupling protocols that can extend
the useful coherence time by orders of magni-
tude (12–14). Still, it helps to remove as many
potential noise sources as possible. Group IV
semiconductors can be isotopically purified to
provide a nearly spin-free environment consist-
ing only of spin-zero nuclei such as 12C and 28Si,

and weaker spin-orbit coupling than in III/V ma-
terials reduce susceptibility to electrical and ther-
mal noise. With recent reports of electron-spin
coherence times measured in seconds (15) and
nuclear spin coherence times of minutes (16)
for neutral donor atoms in 28Si, for example,
these materials are poised to have a major role
in coming years.

Silicon, the dominant material used for con-
ventional microprocessor chips, was identified
early on as a prime candidate for quantum in-
formation processing through several proposals
to use the electron and/or nuclear spins of indi-
vidual donor atoms, particularly phosphorus, as
spin qubits (17, 18). The first such single-atom
qubit in silicon (Fig. 2C) used the spin of a phos-
phorus donor electron implanted into a silicon
chip as the qubit (19). An adjacent metal-oxide-
semiconductor–based single-electron transistor im-
plements a spin-to-charge conversion protocol for
initialization and readout (20) similar to that de-
veloped for III/V quantum dots (21), and coher-

ent control is achieved through electron spin
resonance using an integrated microwave trans-
mission line. Fabricated using a silicon substrate
with the natural 4.7% isotopic fraction of 29Si,
the spin coherence time of the device in (19) was
limited by the nuclear spin bath to T2 ≈ 200 ms,
but it is anticipated that similar devices con-
structed from isotopically enriched 28Si substrates
will open a path to the exceptional coherence
times (≈1 s) that have been measured for bulk
28Si:P ensembles (15). The device depicted in
Fig. 2C has also been used to demonstrate a nu-
clear spin qubit (22) based on the 31P dopant
nucleus. These nuclear spins could serve as long-
lived quantum memories (18) in future quantum
processors.

In some ways, dopant-based qubits in sili-
con represent a powerful combination of both
top-down and bottom-up fabrication approaches,
because a natural and highly reproducible qubit
(a single atom) is controllably placed within a
nanofabricated electronic device. At the same

50 nm

10 µm
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B D

Fig. 2. Semiconductor qubit architectures. (A) Scanning electron microscope image of a gate-defined
quintuple QD in a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure. Each QD is designed to contain one or two electron
spins. (B) Atomic force microscope image of a single self-assembled InAs QD strongly coupled to a GaAs
photonic crystal cavity, which is used to confine photons to small regions of space. Originally published
in (46) and adapted with permission. (C) Schematic of a spin qubit device based on a single phosphorus
dopant atom (red) implanted in silicon (19). The qubit electron spin is initialized and measured elec-
tronically through spin-dependent tunnel coupling to a nanofabricated single-electron transistor (gray)
and manipulated using pulsed ac magnetic fields (yellow concentric circles) delivered by an integrated
microwave transmission line. Image credit: W. Algar-Chuklin. (D) Confocal microscope image showing
an array of implanted nitrogen vacancy centers in diamond aligned to a microwave transmission line.
[Adapted with permission from (61); copyright (2010) American Chemical Society]
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Chip scale nano fabrication of 
single spin arrays in diamond. 
D. M. Toyli et al., Nano Lett. 10, 
3168 (2010).

See lectures by A. Jayich



Spintronics: new ideas for spin-based logic

• Intel: proposal for a magneto 
electronic spin orbit (MESO) logic 
device that combines magnetoelectric 
switching of a ferromagnet with spin-
orbit torque detection of the device 
state.


• Compared with current CMOS 
technology, this scheme is predicted 
to have better performance: switching 
energy lower by a factor of 10 to 30, 
lower switching voltage by a factor of 
5 and enhanced logic density by a 
factor of 5. 


• Non-volatility enables ultralow standby 
power.

Manitrapuni et al., Nature 565, 35 (2019)



Spintronics for universal memory
• MRAM: bits consist of arrays of magnetic tunnel junctions.

• Write: “spin-transfer torque”; read: TMR.

• Density competitive with DRAM (< 20 nm), speed with FLASH 

(~10 ns), possibly with SRAM (~2 ns projected). 

• Non-volatile, little wear out (at low write voltage), low standby 

power.

• Challenges: reduce the “write” current density (< 20μA), “write” 

voltage ~ 400 mV,  industry compatible processing…

Nature Nano 10, 187 (2015)

Pinned FM

Free FM

Spin-Transfer-Driven Magnetic Switching 

Huai et al., APL 84, 3118 (2004). 
Fuchs et al., APL 85, 1205 (2004). 

70 nm

130 nm

view from 
above 

CoFeB 

CoFeB 
MgO (~1 nm) Tunnel Junction 

Spin-torque MRAM now available commercially 
(64Mb, Everspin Technologies) 

Switching currents on the order of 30 µA, 
compared to 10,000 µA for field-switched MRAM. 

(EVERSPIN.com)
See lecture by J. Sun

http://EVERSPIN.com


“Reading” & “writing” MRAM

Interaction between a spin polarized current and a ferromagnet results in a “spin transfer torque” that 
can make the magnetization precess and even reverse orientation. 

[Graphics: Brataas, Kent, Ohno, Nature Mater. 11, 372 (2012)]
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Ferromagnets are characterized by a magnetization that has 
long been used to store information. The magnetization is 
largely due to localized electron spins with their associated 

magnetic moments aligning in a particular direction in space, 
which gives rise to a collective magnetic moment and magnetiza-
tion that is far larger than that of non-ferromagnetic materials. 
The magnetization direction of a ferromagnet can represent a bit 
of information (for example, orientation up = 1 and down = 0), 
such as that used in hard-disk drives. The principal means of 
altering the magnetic moment direction has been to use applied 
magnetic fields from currents through wires that generate Oersted 
fields. However, there have been major new discoveries in con-
densed matter and materials physics  — known as spin-transfer 
torques — that have expanded the means available to manipulate 
the magnetization of ferromagnets and, as a result, have acceler-
ated technological development of high-performance and high-
density magnetic storage devices. These new magnetic devices are 
all electronic (that is, they do not have moving parts like a hard-
disk drive) and can be integrated with, and add functionality to, 
semiconductor devices.

Current-induced torques in magnetic materials
Arne Brataas1*, Andrew D. Kent2 and Hideo Ohno3,4

The magnetization of a magnetic material can be reversed by using electric currents that transport spin angular momentum. 
In the reciprocal process a changing magnetization orientation produces currents that transport spin angular momentum. 
Understanding how these processes occur reveals the intricate connection between magnetization and spin transport, and can 
transform technologies that generate, store or process information via the magnetization direction. Here we explain how cur-
rents can generate torques that affect the magnetic orientation and the reciprocal effect in a wide variety of magnetic materi-
als and structures. We also discuss recent state-of-the-art demonstrations of current-induced torque devices that show great 
promise for enhancing the functionality of semiconductor devices.

Similar to electric currents being carried by moving charge, the 
spin current occurs due to moving spins. The spin current carries 
angular momentum, which can be transferred to the magnetiza-
tion, a phenomenon known as spin-transfer torques. Sloncwezski 
and Berger were the first to theorize about the existence of this 
phenomenon1,2. The torques are a result of an interaction between 
itinerant electrons in a ferromagnet that are spin polarized (spin 
currents) and the magnetization. The interaction can be very strong 
and occurs locally; it only occurs in regions in which spin currents 
flow, and thus can be precisely directed for applications. Spin-
transfer torques have been found to be both present and important 
in all known magnetic materials, including transition metal fer-
romagnets, magnetic semiconductors and oxide ferromagnets. In 
fact, spin-transfer torques are not limited to ferromagnetic materi-
als, or even to ferromagnetic conductors or semiconductors. Not 
only can they also be important in ferromagnets and antiferromag-
nets, but they also occur at interfaces of insulating magnetic mate-
rials. Furthermore, spin transfer is also seen in a variety of material 
structures and device geometries, including point contacts and 
nanopillars composed of magnetic–non-magnetic multilayers as 
well as in nanowires and magnetic tunnel junctions. The latter are 
now widely used in hard-disk drives and are of particular impor-
tance to the development of all electronic magnetic memories.

This article reviews the fundamentals, phenomena, devices 
and materials of spin-transfer torques, at the heart of this rapidly 
advancing field of current-induced magnetization dynamics. We 
discuss how spin-transfer torques will permit the ultimate minia-
turization of magnetic random access memories (MRAM), com-
mercially available memories that at present use magnetic fields to 
reorient magnetization to store information. Although spin-trans-
fer torques can reorient magnetization by spin currents, we also 
discuss a new way of probing spin transport in materials using a 
reciprocal process, known as spin pumping, which is the emission 
of spin currents by magnetization reorientation. The most signifi-
cant developments are in recent experiments confirming sophisti-
cated theories of spin-transfer torques and spin pumping, and they 
clearly show how they directly open up possibilities for improved 
nanometre-scale electronic devices.

Spin-transfer torques are associated with spin currents in mate-
rials, a flow of electron spin angular momentum that arises when 
there is an imbalance between a flow of up- and down-oriented 
electron spins. Figure 1 illustrates the basic physics of spin-transfer 
torques. An electron spin interacts with the magnetization of a thin 
ferromagnetic layer and this interaction results in a reorientation 
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Figure 1 | Illustration of current-induced torques. A spin-polarized current 
enters a ferromagnet. The interaction between the spin-polarized current 
and the magnetization causes a change in the spin direction of the outgoing 
electron compared with the incident electron. The difference in spin 
polarization causes torques on the ferromagnet, both a torque in the plane 
of the incident and outgoing electron spin directions (a spin-transfer torque) 
and a torque perpendicular to that plane, called the field-like torque. The 
bold vertical arrow is the magnetization of the ferromagnetic layer.
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• Read the state of the 
memory cell using TMR


• Write the state of memory 
cell using the current 
through the cell.



Physics of spin transfer torque

[L. Berger, Phys. Rev. B 54, 9353–9358 (1996); J. C. Slonczewski, J. C. J. Magn. Magn. Mater.159, L1–L7 (1996)]


[Graphic: Brataas, Kent, Ohno, Nature Mater. 11, 372 (2012)]
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Polarizing spins without magnetism: spin Hall effect

• The spin-orbit interaction in semiconductors and in heavy 
metals: spin polarization and accumulation via 
asymmetric spin-dependent scattering or via band 
structure


• Known as spin Hall effect — first discovered in GaAs and 
now measured in many semiconductors & heavy metals 

Kato et al, Science (2004)

Spin-Orbit-Induced Torques 
3-dimensional mechanism: Spin Hall Effect (SHE) 

Theory: D�yakanov and Perel (1971), Hirsch (1999), Zhang (2000), 
 Murakami, Nagaosa, Zhang (2003), Sinova et al. (2004),… 

Experiments: (semiconductors) Kato et al. (2004), Wunderlich et al. (2005) 
(metals) Valenzuela and Tinkham (2006), E. Saitoh et al. (2006), Kimura et al. (2007). 

In heavy metals, spin-orbit coupling can 
deflect electrons laterally in directions that 
depend upon their spin orientation.   

Result: a spin current transverse to the 
charge current. 
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Spin transfer torque from spin Hall effect
The spin polarized electrons needed to exert a 
spin transfer torque can be created without a 
ferromagnet: use the “spin Hall effect” due to 
spin-orbit interaction in a heavy metal.
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efficiency given by:

Liu et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 036601 
(2011); Science 336, 555 (2012)


Miron et al., Nature 476, 189 (2011)
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Charge-to-spin conversion efficiency

θ|| = JS

Je
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! Material σs,|| θ||

Pt [1] 3.4 0.08

β-Ta [2] 0.8 0.15

Cu(Bi) [3] 0.24

β-W [4] 1.8 0.3

105 !
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[1] Liu et al., PRL 106, 036601 (2011) 

[2] Miron et al. Nature 476, 189 (2011)

[3] Niimi et al., PRL 109, 156602 (2012)

[4] Pai et al., APL 122, 101404 (2012)

Can we find materials that 
have a larger charge-to-

spin conversion efficiency 
than heavy metals?



Outline

• Spintronics: overview of concepts & devices


• Topological insulators: concepts, materials, 
phenomena


• Topological spintronics: concepts, materials, 
phenomena, devices



Dirac equation in free space
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In 2D, the mass term in the Dirac equation breaks both time-
reversal and parity symmetries.

In 3D, Dirac equation preserves continuous Lorentz symmetry as 
well as discrete symmetries (time-reversal, parity, charge 

conjugation). 

Quantum mechanics + special theory of 
relativity: Dirac equation & electron spin (S = 1/2)



Non-relativistic approximation to Dirac equation (Pauli): 2nd order 
perturbation theory leads to spin-orbit coupling

(aip.org)

Spin-orbit interaction: relativistic transformation of 
electric field into a magnetic field

From Dirac equation to spin- and spin-orbit coupling

HD = c
!α i !p + βmc2 +V r( )

For a Coulomb potential [V(r) ~ 1/r], we get:
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Spin-orbit Coupling in Crystalline Solids
• Solid state crystals: energy scale of spin-orbit interaction >> free atoms 


• Key to understanding band structure & magnetism


• Also leads to remarkable spin transport phenomena
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Fig. 1 .1 . Qualitative sketch of the
band structure of GaAs close to the
fundamental g ap

Parmenter [5 ] and Dresselhaus [6 ]. Unlike the diamond structure of Si and
Ge, the zinc blende structure does not have a center of inversion, so that
we can have a spin splitting of the electron and hole states at nonzero wave
vectors k even for a mag netic field B = 0 . In the inversion-symmetric Si and
Ge crystals we have, on the other hand, a twofold deg eneracy of the Bloch
states for every wave vector k. Clearly, the spin splitting of the Bloch states
in the zinc blende structure must be a consequence of SO coupling , because
otherwise the spin deg ree of freedom of the Bloch electrons would not “know”
whether it was moving in an inversion-symmetric diamond structure or an
inversion-asymmetric zinc blende structure (see also Sect. 6 .1 ).

In solid-state physics, it is a considerable task to analyze a microscopic
Schröding er equation for the Bloch electrons in a lattice-periodic crystal po-
tential.2 Often, band structure calculations for electron states in the vicinity
of the fundamental g ap are based on the k · p method and the envelope
function approximation. Here SO coupling enters solely in terms of matrix
elements of the operator (1 .1 ) between bulk band-edg e Bloch states, such
as the SO g ap ∆0 in Fig . 1 .1 . These matrix elements provide a convenient
parameterization of SO coupling effects in semiconductor structures.

Besides the B = 0 spin splitting in inversion-asymmetric semiconductors,
a second important effect of SO coupling shows up in the Zeeman splitting
of electrons and holes. The Zeeman splitting is characterized by effective g
factors g∗ that can differ substantially from the free-electron g factor g0 = 2 .
This was first noted by Roth et al. [7 ], who showed using the k · p method
that g∗ of electrons can be parameterized using the SO g ap ∆0.
2 We note that in asolid (as in atomic physics) the dominant contribution to

the Pauli SO term (1 .1 ) stems from the motion in the bare Coulomb potential
in the innermost reg ion of the atomic cores, see Sect. 3 .4 . In apseudopotential
approach the bare Coulomb potential in the core reg ion is replaced by asmooth
pseudopotential.
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The Landau paradigm
Phases of matter are created by 
spontaneously broken symmetry 

and emergence of an order 
parameter

Superconductivity:

breaking of gauge invariance

Crystalline solids:

breaking of full translation & 

rotational invariance

Ferromagnetism:

breaking of time reversal invariance



Beyond Landau: the quantum Hall effect
ρ x

x,
 ρ

xy
 (k
Ω

)

B (T)

Von Klitzing, Dorda, Pepper (1980)

ρxy = h
ne2 ρxx = 0

Integer QHE 
Landau levels + 

disorder

“edge states”Bz

2D conductor in a perpendicular magnetic 
field supports ballistic (dissipationless) edge 
state transport with precisely quantized Hall 
resistance. 

Requires well-defined ‘Landau levels’ but 
details about the sample and material do not 
matter.



Quantum Hall effect & edge states

Quantum Hall effect: ballistic edge state transport & precisely quantized Hall 
resistance/conductance, requires well-defined Landau levels (ωCτ > 1), but 
otherwise does not involve any details about the sample and material.
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Quantum Hall effect & topology

Why is quantization of ρxy (σxy) independent of details?

• Thouless, Kohmoto, Nightingale, den Nijs [PRL 49, 405 (1982)]: quantized σxy is a 

topological property.

• Quantum Hall insulator has a Chern number distinct from a “trivial” insulator.
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From a topological perspective, all cases above are topologically equivalent: one can continuously 
tune the Hamiltonian to go from one to the other without closing the gap.

The Insulating State

Covalent Insulator

Characterized by energy gap: absence of low energy electronic excitations

The vacuumAtomic Insulator
e.g. solid Ar

Dirac 
Vacuum

Egap ~ 10 eV

e.g. intrinsic semiconductor

Egap ~ 1 eV
3p

4s

Silicon

Egap = 2 mec2

~ 106 eV

electron

positron ~ hole

graphic: 

Hasan & Kane, RMP

Topology and matter



Imagining edge states at B = 0

Haldane: 

• In a 2D semimetal, inversion symmetry + time-reversal symmetry 
can create a degeneracy at isolated points in the band structure

• A clever arrangement of magnetic flux can break time-reversal 
symmetry while still keeping B = 0, opening a gap and resulting in 
a ‘Chern insulator’ with σxy = ± e2/h. 
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Model for a Quantum Hall Eff'ect without Landau Levels:
Condensed-Matter Realization of the "Parity Anomaly"

F. D. M. Haldane
Department ofPhysics, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California 92093

(Received 16 September 1987)

A two-dimensional condensed-matter lattice model is presented which exhibits a nonzero quantization
of the Hall conductance a" in the absence of an external magnetic field. Massless fermions without
spectral doubling occur at critical values of the model parameters, and exhibit the so-called "parity
anomaly" of (2+1)-dimensional field theories.

PACS numbers: 05.30.Fk, 11.30.Rd

The quantum Hall effect' (QHE) in two-dimensional
(2D) electron systems is usually associated with the pres-
ence of a uniform externally generated magnetic field,
which splits the spectrum of electron energy levels into
Landau levels. In this Letter I show how, in principle, a
QHE may also result from breaking of time-reversal
symmetry (i.e., magnetic ordering) without any net mag-
netic fiux through the unit cell of a periodic 2D system.
In this case, the electron states retain their usual Bloch
state character.

The model presented here is also interesting in that if
its parameters are on a critical line at which its ground
state changes from the normal semiconductor state to
this new type of QHE state, its low-energy states simu-
late a "(2+1)-dimensional" relativistic quantum field
theory exhibiting the so-called "parity anomaly" and a
(2+1)-D analog of "chiral" fermions without the
opposite-chirality anomaly-canceling partners that usu-
ally accompany them in lattice realizations of field
theories ("fermion doubling" ).

In the zero-temperature limit, the transverse conduc-
tivity o "3' of a periodic 2D electron system with a gap in
the single-particle density of states at the Fermi level
takes quantized values ve /h, where v is generally ra-
tional, but can only take i nteger values in the absence of
electron interactions. This property of a pure system is
stable against sufficiently weak disorder effects. Since
a" is odd under time reversal, a nonzero value can only
occur if time-reversal invariance is broken.

In the usual QHE, the gap at the Fermi level results
from the splitting of the spectrum into Landau levels by
an external magnetic field. The scenario considered here
is different, and involves a 2D semimetal where there is a
degeneracy at isolated points in the Brillouin zone be-
tween the top of the valence band and the bottom of the
conduction band, that is associated with the presence of
both inversion symmetry and time-reversal invariance.
If inversion symmetry is broken, a gap opens and the sys-
tem becomes a normal semiconductor (v=0), but if the
gap opens because time-reversal invariance is broken the
system becomes a v=+ 1 integer QHE state. If both
perturbations are present, their relative strengths deter-

,bg qb, ~,

FIG. 1. The honeycomb-net model ("2D graphite") showing
nearest-neighbor bonds (solid lines) and second-neighbor bonds
(dashed lines). Open and solid points, respectively, mark the A
and 8 sublattice sites. The Wigner-Seitz unit cell is con-
veniently centered on the point of sixfold rotation symmetry
(marked "+")and is then bounded by the hexagon of nearest-
neighbor bonds. Arrows on second-neighbor bonds mark the
directions of positive phase hopping in the state with broken
time-reversal invariance.

mine which type of state is realized.
To model a 2D semimetal, I use the "2D graphite"

model investigated previously by Semenoff as a possible
lattice realization of a (2+I)-D field theory with the
anomaly. 2D graphite has the honeycomb net structure,
consisting of two interpenetrating triangular lattices
("A" and "8"sublattices) with one lattice point of each
type per unit cell (Fig. 1). A 2D inversion (i.e., a rota-
tion in the plane by tr) interchanges the two sublattices.
Since spin-orbit coupling effects will not be included, the
electron spin will (for the moment) be suppressed.

Semenoff investigated the tight-binding model with
one orbital per site and a real hopping matrix element t ~

between nearest neighbors on different sublattices, and
also considered the effect of an inversion-symmetry-
breaking on-site energy +M on /I sites and —M on 8
sites. The model has point group Cs„(M=O) or C3„
(MAO). In this original version of the model, time-
reversal invariance is present, and Semenoff found com-
plete cancellation of the anomaly in the M =0 model due
to fermion doubling, and normal semiconductor behavior
for MAO.

1988 The American Physical Society 2015
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Spin-orbit coupling and 
interface states: early work
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